Versa-chute™

An extremely tough, flexible chute for the transfer of abrasive materials

Product Information

Versa-chute® is a flexible, abrasion resistant chute designed for the transfer and sorting of dry foodstuffs, grain, grit, powders, wood shavings, dust and other abrasive materials. Versa-chute® is our own branded product and has been designed to reduce product contamination caused by brittle plastic chutes. It is also easy to remove from machinery helping to reduce downtime.

Construction:

Versa-chute® is manufactured from a very durable Polyurethane (TPU) film with a welded seam and can be manufactured to many different shapes and sizes to suit your application. Flanges, foam cuffs and reinforcing rings can also be incorporated.

Key Features:

• Extremely flexible, tough and durable.
• Very abrasion resistant with excellent tear strength.
• Reduces the risk of product contamination and caused by brittle plastic chutes.
• Food approved materials available.
• Good food stain resistance.
• Good resistance to oils and grease.
• Easy to removed from machinery compared to rigid plastic type chutes, reducing downtime.

Applications:

• Dry Foodstuffs
• Checkweigh
• Material Transfer

• Flow Monitoring
• Bag Making
• Discharging

• Abrasive Powders
• Conveying
• Dispensing

• Packaging
• Sorting
• Depositing
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Manufacture, process and supply
**plastic, insulation and rubber products**
to industry

**Versa-chute™**

- **Availability**
  - **Size**: Manufactured to almost any size and shape.
  - **Thickness (mm)**: 0.375, 1, 1.5 and 3.
  - **Grades**: Standard, food grade, anti-static and metal detectable.
  - **Colour**: Translucent and blue (as standard), orange, white, black, red (others available on request).

**Examples of our Work**

- Bag Maker Chute
- Orange Sorting Chute
- Concertina Bellow
- Square to Round Chute
- Metal Detectable Sleeve
- Convoluted Bellow
- Convoluted Bellow

**Contact Us**

- **Preston**: 01257 248 369  prestonsales@par-group.co.uk
- **Manchester**: 01706 363 790  manchestersales@par-group.co.uk

Please view our website and catalogue for more information
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